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The Strathcona Bus Garage has a rich history spanning over 70 years. Owned by the City of Edmonton, it 
currently operates as the Old Strathcona Farmers Market. With the market’s plans to expand service to five days 
per week, the City of Edmonton looked to better activate the public realm around the site. The building was first 

used for trolleys, then buses, to its current iteration as a farmers market. We saw a common thread - movement and 
connection - whether it is people getting places or connecting people to their local farmers, growers, and producers. 

Using this as our catalyst for the new design, we analyzed the space to provide better connection while celebrating the 
past and keeping functionality and accessibility at the forefront. 

To capture a more harmonious public realm experience, we propose the permanent closure of 83 Avenue, and 
narrowing Gateway Boulevard to reclaim pedestrian space. The heart of our design lies in fostering a dynamic urban 

community where diversity thrives. The new streetscape will not just revitalize the public spaces, but enhance the area 
as a functional cultural hub while providing strategic access for vendors of the market and business in the area.  

Our approach prioritizes sustainable practices, incorporating green technologies, renewable energy sources, and 
climate-conscious initiatives. Native plantings, rain gardens, and permeable pavements contribute to the ecological 

vitality of the area, creating a serene oasis amid the urban hustle. Central to our design is the creation of inclusive public 
spaces that cater to a diverse range of community members. Seating areas, gathering spots, and recreational zones 

are thoughtfully integrated, designed with ergonomic considerations to accommodate individuals of all ages and 
abilities. 

We envision a space that strengthens community bonds, promotes civic pride, and becomes a focal point for cultural 
expression. This project is not just about physical design; it’s about nurturing a sense of belonging and unity among 

all Edmontonians, fostering a brighter future rooted in the values of the past. Our design aims to create an urban 
environment that engages both residents and visitors while fostering a sense of community pride and shared identity.

CONTRAST & CONNECTIVITY: 
CELEBRATING THE CLASH OF 

HISTORY AND MODERNITY 
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Bike Storage
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1. Bird’s eye view of 
site showing Gateway 

Boulevard narrowed, 
with expanded 

pedestrian space, 
curved seating, street 

art, and improved tree 
planting.

Market/Festival Set-up
Functional Access Route
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1. Concept 
Sketch of 
Strathcona Bus 
Garage site with 
improvements and through 
zone marking.
2. Rendering of pedestrian space 
along Gateway Boulevard.
3. Sketch of public seating area.
4. Bird’s eye view of the corner 
of 83 Avenue and Gateway 
Boulevard, highlighting art 
placement, patterned street 
application, lighting installations, 
and highlighting of bike lanes.
5. Perspective along 83 Avenue, 
in a flexible area set up for 
market use and public seating. 
6. Perspective of 83 Avenue 
facing east, with accessible and 
permeable pavement treatment.
7. Sketch of Gateway Boulevard 
facing north, highlighting lane 
closure and tree canopy.
8. Perspective showing 
intersection of connectivity 
between pedestrians, 
bike lanes, and 
access into the 
market.
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Project Description
With the approval of the City Plan in 2020, Edmonton
has outlined a bold new vision for what a future city of
two million residents looks like. Today and tomorrow,
suburban sites serve a significant portion of the
population and are integral components of Edmonton’s
identity.

Commercial districts like Ellerslie Crossing play an
important role for placemaking in suburban areas,
shaping the daily interactions and experiences of local
residents and visitors. Ellerslie Crossing, located at the
intersection of a district node and a secondary corridor,
is an entryway to Southeast Edmonton and a
commercial anchor for the community. With increasing
demand for more walkable, and urban-like suburbs,
there is an opportunity to retrofit existing suburban
commercial sites to evolve alongside changing market
trends. This transition is not expected to happen
overnight. 

The Ellerslie Crossing Master Plan (the Master Plan)
proposes short-, mid- and long-term changes that will
allow the site to transform slowly alongside its tenants
and customers. Embracing the principles and values
outlined in Edmonton’s City Plan, while incorporating
guidelines linked to winter city design and complete
streets will allow Ellerslie Crossing to adapt in parallel
with a changing cityscape, evolving into a vibrant
regional hub that is accessible to all neighbouring
residents, workers, and visitors.

Ellerslie Crossing looking Northwest 
(Source: Cameron Developments)

Lynchian Analysis

SWOT Analysis
Ellerslie Crossing Urban Design Master Plan

The Master Plan provides new and innovative
guidelines for urban design, land use, mobility,
built form, and open space in and around
Ellerslie Crossing. With a vision of connection
and community in and around the site, the
Master Plan implements gradual changes to
foster accessibility and functionality for all
modes and abilities. Short-, medium-, and long-
term visions for the site introduce points of
interest and placemaking initiatives intended to
captivate visitors to stay and linger; promoting
activity and interest in the area. 

Market driven, incremental changes will allow
Ellerslie Crossing to respond to increases in
neighbourhood density and the trend toward
walkable, vibrant, urban spaces. Redevelopment
will be strategically utilized to intensify the site
while prioritizing environmental and economic
sustainability. Guidelines laid out in this Master
Plan can and should be used to inform future
suburban development, redevelopment, and
retrofitting within the city of Edmonton.

Map of Ellerslie Crossing Current State



Ellerslie Crossing Urban Design Master Plan

Three design concepts (short-, mid-, and long-term) were developed with
specific action items for improving placemaking, built form, mobility &
pedestrian connections, and improving sustainability on the site: 
Placemaking: Attract visitors to the site through unique events, installations,
and landmarks. 
Built Form: Enhance the public realm through consideration of character,
orientation and relationship of buildings and open spaces. 
Mobility & Pedestrian Connections: Provide infrastructure for all travellers
from near and far while planning for intuitive movements within the site. 
Sustainability: Improve sustainability and resilience through conscious design
considerations.

Vision and Design Concepts
Partnering with the surrounding area and adapting to changing economic and
social conditions, Ellerslie Crossing will transition into a vibrant, connected,
captivating and prosperous community hub for businesses, residents and
visitors.

Connect Collaborate Captivate Transition Sustainability

Short-term Concept

Mid-term Concept

Long-term Concept

Liner buildings enhance
active frontage and support
gradual densification 

Pedestrian shareway creates path
through plaza and improves active
mode travel

Low Impact Development and reduced
impermeable parking space improves
stormwater management

New development to intensify
site, fill market gaps and provide
active frontage along main spine
roads

Food/beverage tenant priority
is transformed into a town
square space

French boulevard provides buffer
and helps activate frontage



WAREHOUSE CAMPUS PARK DESIGN STUDY
Climate Sensitive Urban Design of Public Open Spaces for Winter Cities: Edmonton, Canada
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A: Central Plaza 

B: Open Green Space 

C: Dog Park and Patio Space 

D: Children’s Play Area 

E: Open Green Space 

F: Open Green Space 

G: Public Facilities 

Figure 32: Design Proposal 

Proposed Design in Infraworks with Sun Exposure on Winter Solstice Bird’s Eye View Looking North

CONSIDERATIONS
Sun Shadow Analysis  
(Winter Solstice),  
Existing Conditions

Sun Shadow Analysis  
(Winter Solstice),  
Future Conditions

Sun Shadow Analysis  
(Summer Solstice),  
Existing Conditions

Sun Shadow Analysis  
(Winter Solstice),  
Future Conditions
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Figure 29: Wind Analysis of the 5 most frequent wind directions of Edmonton 

 

  

Wind Analysis of the 5 most frequent 
wind directions in Edmonton
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Summary 

By combining both the analysis from the sun/shadow and wind analysis, it is 

clear that the northern parts of the site will be the sunniest parts of the day 

throughout the winter. Therefore, programming should be considered in those 

areas to maximize the sunlight potential. The wind should be blocked from the 

northwest portion of the site with coniferous trees or other elements to block 

incoming winds. The southern location for wind should consider deciduous 

trees to allow and maintain the sunlight to penetrate to the northern part of the 

subject site. 

 
Figure 30: Wind and Sun Summary Map 

  
Wind and Sun Summary Map



CENTRAL PLAZA (A)

A multifunctional space with a skating rink in the winter can become 
a fountain and open play space in the summer months.

CHILDREN’S PLAY (D)

A nature-park for children recreation. This space is located near the 
main circulation paths within the park for increased surveillance. 

PUBLIC FACILITIES (G)

To serve as the entrance along 106 Street. It will have bike parking 
facilities to support users using the bike lanes to access the park. 

DOG PARK (C)

Off-leash dog park that will allow future residents 
to let their dogs roam freely in the space.

OEPN GREEN SPACE (F)

The location of this space is to encourage usage 
from the laneways to spill out into the park. 

LANEWAYS

The laneways is a semi-public space to allow for adjacent 
developments to create functioning backdoor usages.

OPEN GREEN SPACE (B)

Open space that will include berming and other topographical 
elements to help block the northwestern winds.

OPEN GREEN SPACE (E)

This space will get the most sun throughout the day and will 
have terraced seating with views of the central plaza.

INTERNAL CIRCULATION

Idea that users will enter the park in the shortest and most natural way 
possible, which is to cut diagonally into the park from the corners of the site.







FRAMING 
EDMONTON
A vista Bench for Edmonton 

The City of Edmonton is seeking for an iconic chair 
or bench that creates connectivity and attraction to 
Edmonton.

The bench is to be accessible to the broad audience 
in creating a connection between the community 
and the Landscape Presenting Fruming the view 
bench It is designed to capture and draw attention 
to the surrounding environment while encouraging 
socialization and connection in the community in a 
place of informal breaks. The angled frame prevents 
visual restrictions, allowing people to see everything 
and everyone around them. Since Macdonald Drive 
is located in the downtown area of Edmonton and 
close to many attractions and hotels, the bench can 
act as a landmark of the space representing Edmon-
ton and guides people to notice the natural environ-
ments through the bench frame.



Our 3 OBJECTIVES are:
Design a bench it is universally accesibile year-
round to people of all ages and abilities.

Design bench that encourages the further docovery 
of and interest in the nearby area.

Design a Bench comprised of Material and Method 
that will last will within its context.  

Materials
Concreat 

Concrete is a sustainable material, 
highly durable, and can withstand 
multiple harsh seasonal elements. 

Stainless Frame

Powder-coated stainless steel can 
provide a colour-durable finish that is 
both heavy weight and strong.

Wooden Slate

Cedar requires less maintenance than 
other woods and is resistant to both 
temperature and weather. 

On one end of the bench is an angled section, 
directly facing the view. Here, users are meant 
to sit and enjoy the City’s natural landscape.  

On the other end of the bench is the ‘metal 
frame’, which is designed to capture the view. It 
creates a perfect photo opportunity, encouraging 
passersby.

Since the bench is angled, it also encourages 
conversation between the users on opposite 
ends of the bench fostering socialization.  

Color Variations 
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